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Cells of many tissues acquire cellular asymmetry to execute their physiologic functions. The
planar cell polarity system, first characterized in Drosophila, is important for many of these
events. Studies in Drosophila suggest that an upstream system breaks cellular symmetry by
converting tissue gradients to subcellular asymmetry, whereas a downstream system ampli-
fies subcellular asymmetry and communicates polarity between cells. In this review, we
discuss apparent similarities and differences in the mechanism that controls PCP as it has
been adapted to a broad variety ofmorphological cellular asymmetries in various organisms.

T
he terms tissue polarity and planar cell

polarity (PCP) were coined to describe the

coordinated orientation of cells and cellular
structures along an axis within the plane of an

epithelial surface. Polarized cellular orientation

and migration controlled by PCP is critical for
multiple developmental processes, and defects

underlie developmental anomalies. Vertebrate

PCP mutations produce problems, including
neural tube, cardiac, and renal developmental

defects and misorientation of hair follicles and

inner ear hair cells (Wang and Nathans 2007;
Simons and Mlodzik 2008). PCP may be

involved in the invasive and metastatic proper-

ties of carcinomas (Jessen 2009). Recently,
many PCP-related phenotypes have been

observed in association with mutations affect-

ing primary cilia, thus connecting primary

cilia to the PCP process (Singla and Reiter

2006; see Hirokawa et al. 2009). Therefore, dis-

secting the mechanisms of PCP signaling is of
considerable interest.

PCP was initially characterized in Droso-

phila through genetic studies of PCP mutants,
which led to the proposal of a PCP signaling

pathway (Wong and Adler 1993; reviewed in

Adler 1992). According to newer models, epi-
thelial polarity is established by the combi-

nation of a global directional cue distributed

throughout the epithelium and cellular factors
that interpret this cue to align cells with each

other and the axis of polarity (Tree et al.

2002a; Zallen 2007). Once molecular polarity
is determined, cell-type-specific downstream

proteins affect morphological polarity. PCP

components are highly conserved from flies
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to vertebrates, and the PCP pathway is now

known to be active in many processes in polar-

ized cells and tissues not limited to epithelia.
PCP components are involved in oriented cell

division, acquisition of asymmetric cellular

morphology, and directional cell migration,
each process representing a vectorial behavior.

Although the mechanism of PCP signaling in

most cases is just beginning to be understood,
there appear to be diverse mechanisms sharing

common themes. This mechanistic diversity

may be demanded by the varying PCP-
dependent morphological processes, and evi-

dently arose by divergence from a common

ancestral mechanism.
Here,wedescribeourcurrentunderstanding

of how the PCP pathway functions in diverse

processes, highlighting both common themes
and diverging mechanisms. The obvious

medical importance of the PCP pathway (see,

for example, Kibar et al. 2007), and the grow-
ing interest in primary cilia will surely stimulate

rapid gains in our knowledge of PCP inmultiple

cellular contexts.

EPITHELIAL PLANAR CELL POLARITY

From Dishevelled Flies to a Model for
Asymmetric Protein Localization

The pupal wing and the compound eye are the

two most thoroughly studied planar polarized

tissues in the fly. Each side of the fly wing is a
uniform, hexagonally packed epithelial layer in

which a single actin-based hair emerges from

the distal side of each cell and points distally.
The fly eye, a more complex epithelium, is a

lattice of repeating units called ommatidia,

each containing eight asymmetrically arranged
photoreceptor cells. The asymmetric packing

of photoreceptor cells imparts chirality, and

ommatidia of opposite chirality are found on
opposite sides of the equator in the wild-type

eye. PCP mutations in the eye can block or

reverse the chiralityof ommatidia and their sub-
sequent rotation. PCP mutations in the wing

cause hairs to lose their distal position, emerg-

ing instead from the center of the cell, or from
aberrant locations at or near the periphery.

Consequently, proximal–distal orientation and

local alignment between neighboring cells is

impaired (Fig. 1A). These two structurally and
functionally different tissues together have

yielded a wealth of information about the PCP

mechanism. Additional polarized tissues that
have been used to study PCP include the epithe-

lia covering the abdomen and notum (reviewed

in Simons and Mlodzik 2008).
A group of evolutionarily conserved genes

affecting PCP in all tissues are often referred

to as the “core” PCP genes. They are involved
in establishing molecular asymmetry within

and between cells, and encode Frizzled (Fz)

(Vinson et al. 1989), Flamingo (Fmi; aka
Starry night) (Chae et al. 1999; Usui et al.

1999), Van Gogh (Vang; aka Strabismus)

(Taylor et al. 1998; Wolff and Rubin 1998),
Prickle (Pk) (Gubb et al. 1999), Dishevelled

(Dsh) (Klingensmith et al. 1989; Theisen et al.

1994), and Diego (Dgo) (Feiguin et al. 2001;
Das et al. 2004). (See Table 1 for a summary of

Drosophila PCP protein names and vertebrate

homologs.) A second group of proteins have
been shown by epistasis studies to function

downstream of these core proteins (reviewed

in Adler 1992; Shulman et al. 1998). Most of
these show some tissue specificity, and while

less is known about them, a reasonable view is

that they couple signaling from the core pro-
teins to the cell-type-specific responses required

to generate PCP (reviewed in Adler 1992;

Axelrod and McNeill 2002; Tree et al. 2002a).
It has been proposed that the core PCP

proteins mediate cell–cell communication. A

critical insight into the function of the core
PCP proteins was the finding that, before mor-

phological polarization, they adopt polarized

subcellular distributions. Fmi was first seen
to alter its subcellular localization from a

uniform distribution in adherens junctions to

a distribution highly enriched at both proximal
and distal cell junctions (Usui et al. 1999).

Subsequently, the other core PCP proteins

were found to adopt unipolar distributions,
becoming enriched selectively at either the

proximal (Pk, Vang) or distal (Fz, Dsh, Dgo)

side of the cell, where they are thought to
communicate polarity information between
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neighboring cells (reviewed in Strutt and Strutt

2005; Zallen 2007) (Fig. 1B).

Although the mechanism leading to this
polarized distribution is poorly understood,

it depends, at least in part, on directional

microtubule-based transport of Fz, together
with Dsh and Fmi, to the distal side of the

cell (Shimada et al. 2006). Asymmetric cortical

recruitment of core PCP complexes also
relies on intercellular feedback at the interface

of neighboring cells (Tree et al. 2002b;

Amonlirdviman et al. 2005) (Fig. 1C). This
is mediated by an asymmetric, homotypic

interaction between Fmi bound to Fz in one

cell and Fmi associated with Vang in the other

(Usui et al. 1999; Shimada et al. 2001; Das
et al. 2002; Bastock et al. 2003; Lawrence et al.

2004; Chen et al. 2008; Devenport and Fuchs

2008). Mutual inhibition between Fz/Dsh and
Vang/Pk complexes is proposed to drive the

system to an asymmetric distribution (Tree

et al. 2002b; Amonlirdviman et al. 2005;
reviewed in Klein and Mlodzik 2005; Zallen

2007), but this is not yet understood inmolecu-

lar terms. Feedback may depend on molecular
interactions between proximal and distal
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Figure 1.Planar cell polarity inDrosophila. (A) Image of wild type (top panel) and PCPmutantDrosophila pupal
wing epithelium, labeled with phalloidin to stain actin. (B) Schematic of PCP protein asymmetric cortical
distribution in the fly wing epithelium showing Pk and Vang enriched on the proximal, Fz, Dsh, and Dgo on
the distal and Fmi on both proximal and distal sides of each cell. (C) A model for organization of the PCP
pathway in Drosophila. Heterodimers of Ft and Ds show biased orientation at each cell boundary, resulting
from graded expression of Fj and Ds. Asymmetrically oriented Ft-Ds heterodimers bias the function of a
feedback loop consisting of the core PCP proteins, Fmi, Fz, Dsh, Dgo, Vang, and Pk.
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components, as Vang and Pk both bindDsh and
inhibit its membrane recruitment and function

(Tree et al. 2002b; Bastock et al. 2003). Dgo

also binds Dsh, which promotes its activity
and blocks the antagonistic effect of Vang/Pk
(Feiguin et al. 2001; Jenny et al. 2003; Das

et al. 2004; Jenny et al. 2005). Feedback may
also involve regulated vesicle trafficking

(Shimada et al. 2006; Strutt and Strutt 2008).

The assembly of asymmetric intercellular
complexes both communicates polarity infor-

mation between cells and helps define and

stabilize the asymmetric cortical domains

within cells (see McCaffrey and Macara 2009;

Orlando and Guo 2009).

Communication of polarity information
between cells accounts for the observations

that fz and vang loss-of-function clones, as

well as gain-of-function clones for all of the
core PCP proteins, strongly perturb the polarity

of nonmutant (or overexpressing) tissue adja-

cent to the clones, a phenomenon called domi-
neering nonautonomy (Adler et al. 2000;

Amonlirdviman et al. 2005). Studies of domi-

neering nonautonomy have been a mainstay of
efforts to dissect the functions of the core

PCP proteins.

In the wing, the asymmetrically arrayed
core PCP proteins provide proximal and

distal signals within each cell (Strutt and

Warrington 2008) that result in a distal conden-
sation of actin, which forms the single, distally

positioned wing hair (Fig. 2). Downstream of

core components, these cytoskeletal changes
are mediated by tissue-specific PCP effectors.

For example, in the wing, the small GTPase

RhoA and its associated kinase Drok, known
regulators of actin dynamics, contribute to

organizing distal actin assembly and prehair

formation (Strutt et al. 1997; Winter et al.
2001). The FH3-domain protein Multiple

Wing Hairs and the membrane proteins

Inturned (In) and Fuzzy (Fy) act cell autono-
mously on the proximal side and appear to be

involved in restricting the site of wing hair

initiation (Park et al. 1996; Collier and Gubb
1997; Strutt and Warrington 2008).

PCP core complexes are also found in

asymmetric cortical domains in the Drosophila
eye. Here, the key intercellular interface is

the boundary between the R3 and R4 photo-

receptor cells, where Fz/Dsh/Dgo localize to
the polar side of R3 and Vang/Pk to the equa-

torial side of R4 (reviewed in Zallen 2007;

Simons and Mlodzik 2008) (Fig. 2). Fmi colo-
calizes with both complexes and is required

in both cells (Das et al. 2002). PCP signaling

occurs before photoreceptor cell fate deter-
mination by biasing the asymmetry of Notch

signaling between the prospective R3 and

R4 cells, thereby specifying their fates based
on their position relative to the equator

Table 1. PCP components in files and vertebrates

Drosophila Vertebrates

Van Gogh (Vang) Van Gogh-like 1 (Vangl1)

Strabismus (Stbm)1 Van Gogh-like 2 (Vangl2)

Prickle (Pk) Prickle1 (Pk1)

Prickle1 (Pk2)

Frizzled (Fz) Frizzled3 (Fz3)

Frizzled6 (Fz6)

Frizzled7 (Fz7)

Dishevelled (Dsh) Dishevelled1 (Dvl1)

Dishevelled2 (Dvl2)

Dishevelled3 (Dvl3)

Flamingo (Fmi) Celsr1

Starry Night (Stan)1 Celsr2

Celsr3

Diego (Dgo) Inversin

Fuzzy (Fy) Fuzzy

Inturned (In) Inturned

Rho1 RhoA

RhoA1

Drok Rok/Rock

Fat (Ft) Fat1

Fat2

Fat3

Fat4

Dachsous (Ds) Dachsous1 (Dchs1)3

Dachsous2 (Dchs2)3

Four-jointed (Fj) Fjx

Wingless (Wg)2 Wnt4

Wnt5a

Wnt7a

Wnt11
1Italicilized text indicates alternative name inDrosophila.
2Wg does not directly regulate PCP in Drosophila.
3Role in PCP not determined.
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(Cooper and Bray 1999; Fanto and Mlodzik

1999). Following R3/R4 determination, each
ommatidium rotates in a direction determined

by its newly acquired chirality. PCP components

genetically interact with E-cadherin during
ommatidial rotation, suggesting that the PCP

pathway may also influence eye polarity

through the remodeling of adherens junctions
(Mirkovic and Mlodzik 2006).

Symmetry Breaking in PCP Signaling—
Models and Questions

The previously described PCP mechanism

accounts for the polarization of individual

cells and the alignment of neighbors, and may
be thought of as an asymmetry amplifying

and coordinating system that is then interpreted

in cell-specific ways. However, an additional
mechanism is needed to assure that the initial

break in symmetry is biased in the correct direc-

tionwith respect to a defined tissue axis. Several
models have been proposed for this global

directional cue, yet the mechanism remains

controversial. The PCP protein Fz is also a
receptor for Wingless (Wg, a Drosophila Wnt),

mediating activation of the Wnt/b-catenin
pathway. Thus, the requirement for Fz in PCP
initially suggested that Wg protein gradients

might function upstream of the core PCP com-

ponents to provide directional information.
However, in flies, evidence argues against a

direct function for any Drosophila Wnt in PCP

establishment (Lawrence et al. 2002; Chen
et al. 2008).

Initial confusion about the role of Wg in

producing a global directional cue arose
because, in the eye, graded Wg/b-catenin
pathway activity is responsible for graded

activity of another set of PCP factors, including
theGolgi protein Four-jointed (Fj) and the large

protocadherins, Fat (Ft) and Dachsous (Ds)

(Wehrli and Tomlinson 1998; Yang et al. 2002).
Studies of fly eye and wing polarity have led to

a model in which Ft and Ds interact heterotypi-

cally to form asymmetric heterodimers that
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Figure 2. Core PCP protein distribution in planar polarized tissues in Drosophila and vertebrates. Asymmetric
cortical distribution of core PCP components is a highly conserved feature of the PCPpathway. Pk/Vang and Fz/
Dsh/Dgo complexes segregate to opposite cortical domains in the fly wing, eye, SOP cell, and vertebrate sensory
hair cell. The relative cortical distribution of PCP complexes remains untested in individual mammalian hair
follicle precursor cells. Asymmetric cortical PCP complexes have not been reported in vertebrate
multiciliated epithelial cells; instead, Dsh and Vang localize to the basal bodies.
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bridge cell boundaries, and through an

unknown mechanism, provide directional bias

to the core PCP mechanism (Yang et al. 2002;
Ma et al. 2003; Matakatsu and Blair 2004;

Simon 2004; Matakatsu and Blair 2006)

(Fig. 1C). Fj acts to make Ft a better ligand for
Ds, and Ds a worse ligand for Ft. Because Fj is

expressed in gradients, differences in Fj activity

between neighboring cells leads to differences
in production of Ft-Ds and Ds-Ft heterodimers

at cell–cell interfaces (Yang et al. 2002; Ma et al.

2003). Furthermore, in all polarized Drosophila

tissues examined,Ds andFj are expressed in reci-

procal gradients, thus potentially providing

redundant and reinforcing information
(Zeidler et al. 1999; Zeidler et al. 2000; Casal

et al. 2002; Yang et al. 2002; Ma et al. 2003;

Simon 2004). A recent study suggests that Fj is
a Golgi-resident kinase that may regulate Ft

and Ds activity through phosphorylation,

although more convincing functional evidence
is still needed (Ishikawa et al. 2008). Although

in the eye, Fj and Ds expression gradients are

controlled, at least in part, by Wg, regulators of
graded expression in other tissues are unknown.

Loss of Ft activity in the wing and eye

uncouples the core PCP components from the
global directional cue, but leaves their activity

intact, so that polarity is no longer coordinated

with the tissue axes (Yang et al. 2002; Ma et al.
2003; Simon 2004). Yet, wing cells still polarize

and locally align their polarity, and ommatidia

still polarize their R3/R4 fate choices, but in
near random orientations. These results are

consistent with the interpretation that the Ft

system biases the direction of the core PCP feed-
back mechanism. Although most investigators

now favor the model that Ds/Fj expression gra-

dients provide directional PCP information,
several puzzles remain. First, studies in the

abdomen suggest that, at least in that system,

the Ft/Ds/Fj cassette might provide input to
PCP establishment that bypasses the core PCP

proteins, and thus the two systems might also

have parallel function (Casal et al. 2006).
Second, whereas Fj and Ds gradients exist in

the wing and eye, their direction with respect

to the direction of Fz accumulation is opposite,
and in the abdomen, both relationships exist in

different compartments (Casal et al. 2002; Yang

et al. 2002; Ma et al. 2003). Third, unlike in the

eye, replacing graded expression of Fj and Ds
with uniform expression does not strongly

affect PCP in thewing (Simon 2004), suggesting

possible additional directional inputs to Ft.
Thus, despite considerable progress, much

about the global polarity cue and its linkage to

the core PCP components remains unclear.

PCP in Vertebrate Epithelia

Planar polarized epithelia were observed in ver-
tebrate tissues long before any understanding

of the PCP pathway in Drosophila emerged.
Vertebrate PCP homologs are now known to

regulate the orientation of inner ear sensory

hair cells, hair follicles of the skin, epithelial
cells bearing multiple motile cilia, and others

(reviewed in Zallen 2007; Simons and Mlodzik

2008). Mutant phenotypes first suggested that
a conserved PCP pathway polarizes these

epithelia, and more recently, evidence of

conserved patterns of asymmetric subcellular
localization of PCP proteins has reinforced

this idea (Fig. 2). Our understanding of mech-

anism in these tissues derives largely from
analogy to the fly system. However, additional

observations have suggested novel aspects of

PCP signaling in vertebrates. Understanding
these systems is complicated by the existence

of multi-gene families of PCP proteins,

whereas flies have only one member of each
gene family. Although the relative ease of

genetic manipulation makes the fly an ideal

model for studying PCP, the importance of
PCP for human health and disease, for

example, in polycystic kidney disease andmeta-

static cancers (reviewed in Simons and Walz
2006; Wallingford 2006; Simons and Mlodzik

2008; Jessen 2009), will continue to generate

great interest in this pathway among those
studying vertebrates.

The auditory and vestibular epithelia of the

inner ear are now the best studied examples of
vertebrate epithelial PCP, and existing evidence

points tomechanistic conservation of the asym-

metric cortical domain system first character-
ized in flies. Both types of inner ear epithelia
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contain hair cells that project an asymmetrically

positioned kinocilium and an adjacent, asym-

metrically distributed bundle of actin-based
stereocilia. Hair cell PCP is essential for

hearing and balance, and mutants in the

mouse homologs of the core PCP components
Fz, Dsh (Dvl in vertebrates), Vang, Pk, and

Fmi (Celsr in vertebrates) all have misoriented

hair cells (reviewed in Kelly and Chen 2007).
At least some core PCP homologs function

redundantly, as only the disruption of multiple

Fz and Dvl genes produces a substantial pheno-
type (Wang et al. 2006a; Wang et al. 2006b;

Etheridge et al. 2008). Asymmetric membrane

localization has been observed for Vangl2
(a Vang homolog), Pk2, Dvl2, Fz3, and Fz6

in both hair cells and the neighboring sup-

porting cells that lack stereociliary bundles
(Montcouquiol et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2006a;

Wang et al. 2006b; Deans et al. 2007; Qian

et al. 2007; Etheridge et al. 2008) (Fig. 2). At
least in vestibular epithelia, Fz6 and Pk2 are

on opposite sides of the cell, as are their fly

homologs, and Vangl2 can tentatively be
assigned to colocalize with Pk2, as in flies,

though stronger evidence is still needed (Wang

et al. 2006a; Wang et al. 2006b; Deans et al.
2007; Qian et al. 2007). Assignment of the rela-

tive orientation of Dvl proteins in vestibular

epithelia and all of the proteins in the organ
of Corti await further experiments.

In contrast to the fly,Wnt proteins appear to

have b-catenin-independent PCP functions in
inner ear sensory epithelia, based both on

loss- and gain-of-function experiments for

Wnt7a and Wnt5a, as well as the Wnt antago-
nist Frzb (Dabdoub et al. 2003; Qian et al.

2007). Furthermore, graded expression patterns

of these proteins suggest the possibility that they
could provide directional information to the

PCP system, but functional evidence for this is

lacking. Although most attention has been
paid to the possibility of a direct role for

Wnts, the recent finding that disruption of

Fat4 in mice produces inner ear PCP defects
(Saburi et al. 2008) is also consistent with the

possibility that Wnts shape the activity of a

Ft/Ds/Fj cassette, as is observed in the fly eye.
On the other hand, because Wnt gradients

were recently proposed to have a more direct

instructive function in other tissues (Gros

et al. 2008; He et al. 2008) (see below), it is
possible that additional experiments will

uncover such a role for Wnts in the ear. The

possible presence and requirement of non-
Wnt activators of Fz and, conversely, of alterna-

tive Wnt receptors should also be considered in

both fly and vertebrate systems.
The orientation of hair follicles in mamma-

lian skin is also under PCP control. Fz6 single

mutant mice are viable with misoriented hair
follicles (Guo et al. 2004), and Vangl2 and

Celsr1 (Fmi) mutant embryos also have mis-

aligned hair follicles (Devenport and Fuchs
2008). Similar to flies, asymmetric recruitment

of Vangl2 and Fz6 to cortical domains occurs in

hair follicle precursor cells, apparently through
homotypic Celsr1 interactions between neigh-

boring cell surfaces (Fig. 2) (Devenport and

Fuchs 2008). Intriguingly, the finding that
these PCP proteins are required for early

anterior-posterior compartmentalization of

the hair germ, which grows to hundreds of
cells in size, suggests the possibility that the

first two hair germ cells might adopt position-

specific anterior or posterior cell fates by a
mechanism similar to that which distinguishes

the R3 and R4 photoreceptors in the fly eye.

Primary cilia may also be involved in hair
follicle PCP, as follicles are also misoriented in

a mutant for the ciliary component Inversin

(Simons et al. 2005) (see below).
The PCP pathway is implicated in the polar-

ized alignment of motile cilia in multiciliated

epithelia (Park et al. 2008). Multiciliated epi-
thelial cells each contain hundreds of motile

cilia that are physically aligned according to the

direction of the ciliary beat both within each
cell and among neighboring cells (Boisvieux-

Ulrich et al. 1985). Multiciliated epithelia are

present in vertebrate airways, oviduct, epen-
dyma, and in the frog embryonic skin where a

role for Dvl and the PCP effectors Fy and In

was identified (Park et al. 2006; Park et al.
2008). Morpholino depletion of all three pro-

teins blocked ciliogenesis, although a specific

mutant allele of Dvl permitted ciliogenesis,
but disrupted the planar polarized alignment
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and beat pattern of the cilia. These PCP proteins

localized only to basal bodies, and Vangl2

has also been observed in respiratory epithelial
basal bodies and axonemes (Ross et al. 2005).

Thus, no evidence has yet been reported to

suggest that the PCP mechanism functions
through the establishment of asymmetric corti-

cal domains in ciliated epithelial cells, and the

observed requirements could in principle be
independent of the conserved PCP mechanism.

DIRECTED CELL MOTILITY

Convergent Extension

The finding that multiple PCP genes in several

organisms are required for proper embryonic

convergent extension (CE), a process of medio-
lateral narrowing (convergence) and rostro-

caudal extension of vertebrate embryos during

gastrulation (Keller 2002; Keys et al. 2002;
Wallingford et al. 2002; Solnica-Krezel 2006),

strongly suggests a PCP-like mechanism.

During CE, cells of the axial and paraxial meso-
derm and neuroectoderm becomemorphologi-

cally polarized, elongating and aligning along

the medio-lateral axis. They develop medio-
lateral lamellipodia, and actively and direction-

ally crawl between neighboring cells towards the

dorsal midline, in a process that entails con-
siderable exchanging of cell neighbors. Impair-

ment of cell polarization results in embryos

with short and wide body axes and with severe
open neural tube defects (Wallingford and

Harland 2002; Wang and Nathans 2007; Ybot-

Gonzalez et al. 2007).
In addition to CE driving embryonic axis

elongation, disruption of PCP proteins is

associated with CE defects in the mouse
cochlea, kidney, and the heart outflow tract pri-

mordium (Henderson et al. 2001; Wang et al.

2005; Fischer et al. 2006). CE driving embryonic
axis elongation in Xenopus and zebrafish is by

far the most studied of these.

Mutation of core PCP molecules disrupts
embryonic axis CE without affecting cell

fate. Xenopus and zebrafish Dsh (Dvl) (Tada

and Smith 2000; Wallingford et al. 2000;
Wallingford and Harland 2001), Fz7 (Djiane

et al. 2000), Vangl2 (Strabismus [Stbm]/
Trilobite[Tri]) (Sepich et al. 2000; Darken

et al. 2002; Jessen et al. 2002; Vervenne et al.
2008), Pk (Carreira-Barbosa et al. 2003;

Takeuchi et al. 2003; Veeman et al. 2003), and

Fmi (Celsr) (Formstone and Mason 2005;
Carreira-Barbosa et al. 2009) are needed for

CE, and when lost, failure of cells to correctly

elongate and align in the medio-lateral axis is
observed. Although considerable genetic evi-

dence indicates an important role for PCP com-

ponents in CE, it is not clear that they function
as in epithelial PCP.

In zebrafish and Xenopus, identifying asym-

metric cortical distributions of PCP proteins
similar to those seen in typical epithelial PCP

examples described above has proven difficult.

In the zebrafish neural keel and notochord, Pk
protein has been observed in a punctate distri-

bution along the anterior of migrating cells

(Ciruna et al. 2006). In dorsal mesoderm, prox-
imal Pk and distal Dsh are observed in punctae,

but the punctae are sparse, and required quan-

tification to convincingly show asymmetric
distribution (Yin et al. 2008). Perhaps the

punctae represent transient accumulations of

typical core PCP complexes that are established
as cells make and break contacts with neighbors.

Consistent with this idea, Pk and Dsh punctae

lose their asymmetric distribution in a trilobite
(zebrafish Vang) mutant (Ciruna et al. 2006;

Yin et al. 2008). However, demonstrating a con-

served mechanism will require showing func-
tional interactions between asymmetrically

localized PCP proteins in neighboring cells. A

somewhat different arrangement is seen in the
Ciona notochord, which undergoes a simple CE

movement that depends on the Pk homolog,

Aimless, and on Dsh (Keys et al. 2002; Jiang
et al. 2005; Ciruna et al. 2006). Aimless and

Vang are seen at the anterior of converging

and extending notochord cells, but Dsh is seen
at the lateral edges (Jiang et al. 2005; Ciruna

et al. 2006). Although these domains are not a

simple recapitulation of the opposite proximal
and distal domains seen in epithelial tissues,

one can imagine a common mechanism.

Similar to vertebrate epithelial PCP,
cell migration during Xenopus CE involves
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b-catenin independent Wnt5a and Wnt11

signaling, as shown using morpholino knock-

down and overexpression (Heisenberg et al.
2000; Wallingford et al. 2001; Kilian et al.

2003; Ulrich et al. 2003). Interestingly, these

two signals do not regulate CE in the same
manner, producing different effects at the

morphological level (Schambony and Wedlich

2007). Similarly, different effects of these two
Wnts are observed on cellular behaviors.

Depletion of Wnt11 causes a complete loss of

lamellipodia formation and strong inhibition
of motility. In contrast, Wnt5a-depleted cells

form disorganized lamellipodia. These cells

fail to align mediolaterally, they do not display
coordinated polarity, and they move in random

directions. Morphologically, Wnt11 knock-

downmore closely resembles knockdown of the
core PCP proteins, and Wnt11 injection could

not rescue the Wnt5a knockdown phenotype.

The distinct effects of Wnt5a andWnt11 on
cellular behavior and convergent extension are

reflected in differences in the signaling pathways

activated by these two Wnts. In Xenopus and
in zebrafish, Wnt11 physically interacts with

Fz7 and induces Dvl (Dsh) accumulation at

the plasma membrane (Djiane et al. 2000;
Winklbauer et al. 2001; Witzel et al. 2006), acti-

vating a pathway involving a formin homology

protein Daam-1 (Habas et al. 2001), WGEF
(weak-similarity guanine nucleotide-exchange

factor), RhoA and Rok, leading to formation

of focal adhesion complexes, and stress fibers
(Habas et al. 2001; Tahinci and Symes 2003;

Wallar and Alberts 2003; Kovar 2006a; Kovar

2006b; Vavylonis et al. 2006; Zhu et al. 2006;
Tanegashima et al. 2008). Additional GEFs

may operate to activate Rac1 and Cdc42,

which induce formation of lamellipodia and
filopodia, respectively. Wnt11 has also been

shown to affect cell adhesion through control

of E-cadherin subcellular localization (Ulrich
et al. 2005; Witzel et al. 2006; Palamidessi

et al. 2008; Zech and Machesky 2008). In con-

trast, Wnt5a signaling in Xenopus is mediated
by the Ror2/JNK signaling cascade involving

PI3K, Cdc42, JNK, MKK7, and transcription

factors c-jun and ATF2 (Schambony and
Wedlich 2007). One result is direct

transcriptional up-regulation of the paraxial

protocadherin (XPAPC). Cells that are depleted

of XPAPC fail to align mediolaterally and they
move randomly, fully phenocopying the knock-

down of Wnt5a.

These findings suggest that two Wnt mol-
ecules, Wnt5a and Wnt11, operate by engaging

two different downstream signaling cascades.

However, they do not reveal the mechanisms
that produce asymmetry during CE, nor do

they indicate how their functions relate to

those of the core PCP regulators, such as
Prickle or Vang. Although it has been widely

assumed that Wnts somehow activate core PCP

components, there is no evidence that Wnts
provide directional information in any of these

systems. Indeed, Wnt11 zebrafish mutants can

be rescued by early injection of Wnt11 mRNA,
whichproducespresumablyuniformexpression

ofWnt11. This suggests the absence of a require-

ment for localized expression (Heisenberg et al.
2000). It is instead possible that Wnts activate

effectors with activities oriented by the core

PCP proteins, and thus act permissively rather
than instructively.

Cell Migration

Cell migration is crucial for countless develop-

mental, homeostatic and, regenerative processes.
Compared to the characteristic movements that

define convergent extension, other cell migra-

tion processes often involve directed motility
over significantly larger distances. The PCP

pathway has been firmly implicated in the direc-

tional migration of some neurons (Bingham
et al. 2002; Carreira-Barbosa et al. 2003; Wada

et al. 2006) and of neural crest cells (De

Calisto et al. 2005; Shnitsar and Borchers
2008). In each case, the migrating cells follow

a stereotyped trajectory. Similar to convergent

extension, PCP components appear to regulate
cytoskeletal changes, protrusive membrane

activity, cell–cell adhesion, and the trajectory

of migration.
One interesting example is the control of

zebrafish facial motor neuron migration by

the PCP pathway. In Vangl2, Pk1, Fz3, and
Fmi/Celsr2 mutants, migration is abolished or
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its normal directionality lost (Bingham et al.

2002; Carreira-Barbosa et al. 2003; Wada et al.

2006). Mosaic analysis revealed that Fz3 and
Celsr2 act nonautonomously, as wild-type neu-

rons failed to migrate along the mutant-derived

neuroepithelium (Wada et al. 2006). This raises
the possibility that cell–cell interactions, pos-

sibly mediated by homotypic interaction of

Celsr, may shape the trajectory of migrating
facial motor neurons. Despite Fz3 involvement,

neither Wnt11 nor Wnt5a mutation affect

migration in zebrafish (Bingham et al. 2002;
Jessen et al. 2002).

Neural crest (ectomesenchymal) cells arise

from the neural fold, then migrate away to give
rise to multiple cell types. Wnt/b-catenin and

other signals are needed to induce neural crest

cell fate, whereas the PCP pathway is required
for their migration (De Calisto et al. 2005;

Shnitsar and Borchers 2008). Wnt11 is

expressed in the adjacent ectoderm and acts
through Fz7 and the receptor Protein tyrosine

kinase 7 (Ptk7) to stimulate migration. Grafting

and ubiquitous expression experiments sug-
gested that localization of the Wnt11 signal

might provide a directional cue for migration,

but other experiments are difficult to reconcile
with this possibility (De Calisto et al. 2005;

Shnitsar and Borchers 2008). A fascinating

model for the role of core PCP signaling in
neural crest migration comes from the obser-

vation that Wnt11, Dsh, Pk, and Vang are

required for “contact inhibition of locomotion,”

a phenomenon in which a cell becomes

polarized and initiates sustained directional

migration away from contact with another
neural crest cell (Fig. 3) (Carmona-Fontaine

et al. 2008). Remarkably, Wnt11, Fz7, and Dsh

accumulate at contacting cell surfaces, RhoA is
activated, and lamellipodia are locally inhibited,

producing a polarized cell. Thus, core PCP

proteins might contribute to migratory behav-
ior by indicating cell–cell contact and initiating

crawling away from points of contact. It will be

important to ascertain the arrangement of PCP
proteins at the contact sites and to determine

how signaling complexes compare to those

involved in epithelial PCP. According to this
model, Wnt11 is required for polarized migra-

tionwithout providing directional information.

Outside the developing nervous system,
there is evidence that the PCP pathway regulates

endothelial cell migration during angiogenesis

(Cirone et al. 2008) and disease-induced vascu-
lar remodeling (Laumanns et al. 2009; de Jesus

Perez et al. 2009). Much remains to be learned

about how the PCP pathway contributes to
the directional motility needed to transport

and orient endothelial cells at sites of new

blood vessel growth.

ORIENTED OR ASYMMETRIC
CELL DIVISION

Oriented and asymmetric cell divisions oc-
cur frequently throughout development to

Migration

toward

Migration

direction

Cell–Cell

contact

Interface

collapse

Migration

away

active

RhoAFz, Dsh,

Wnt

Figure 3. PCP components regulate contact inhibition of locomotion in migrating neural crest cells. Schematic
of neural crest cell migration showing cells breaking away from the epithelial sheet leading edge, migrating
toward each other, and forming an interface, which then collapses and prompts cells to migrate in opposite
directions. Initially, PCP components have uniform distributions, but then relocalize to the site of cell–cell
contact. PCP components are required to arrest and then alter the migration path, possibly through
activation of RhoA.
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determine cellular position, morphology, and

cell fate, and PCP involvement in these pro-

cesses is not surprising. Both oriented and
asymmetric cell divisions depend on position-

ing of the cleavage plane, producing daughter

cells in a specific orientation or with asym-
metric cell size and protein content (reviewed

in Gonczy 2008). Such PCP-controlled divi-

sions have been observed in flies, worms, and
vertebrates; however, the mechanism in many

cases remains unknown (Zallen 2007; Simons

and Mlodzik 2008). Cytoskeletal dynamics are
central to mitotic spindle orientation and

cleavage plane generation during cell division

(McCarthy and Goldstein 2006). Because the
PCP pathway is a known modulator of cyto-

skeletal elements in other polarized systems, it

is likely that it also functions in that context in
dividing cells. In at least one example, themech-

anism by which PCP regulates an oriented and

asymmetric cell division is reasonably well
understood, but in most instances the mecha-

nisms are poorly characterized.

The proper generation of sensory bristles
that cover the adult Drosophila epidermis re-

quires the oriented and asymmetric division

of sensory organ precursor (SOP) cells along
the anterior-posterior (A-P) axis. In core PCP

mutants, SOP cell mitotic spindle orientation

is randomized, and the divisions sometimes
become symmetric (Betschinger and Knoblich

2004; Roegiers and Jan 2004). Similar to wing

epithelial and ommatidial photoreceptor cells,
Fmi is uniformly distributed at the cortex (Lu

et al. 1999), and the Vang/Pk and Fz/Dsh PCP

complexes localize to opposite asymmetric
membrane domains along the A-P axis (Bellai-

che et al. 2001a; Bellaiche et al. 2004) (Fig. 2).

On entry into mitosis, these domains mediate
the recruitment of the Dlg-Pins-Gai and

Par3/Par6/aPKC complexes to the anterior

and posterior sides, respectively (Bellaiche
et al. 2001b; Roegiers et al. 2001), where they

regulate spindle morphology and orientation

by modulating interactions between microtu-
bules and the cortex (Roegiers and Jan 2004).

In Caenorhabditis elegans, numerous asym-

metric cell divisions are regulated by Wnt sig-
naling. Localized Wnt expression differentially

activates Fz-dependent pathways that control

levels of b-catenin activity in the two daugh-

ter nuclei, thus leading to differential cell
fates (Betschinger and Knoblich 2004; Mizu-

moto and Sawa 2007). In at least one well-

characterized case, the position of the Wnt
signal determines orientation of the mitotic

spindle (Goldstein et al. 2006). Interestingly,

in other divisions, worm b-catenin and APC
have been observed at cell cortices, but it is

thought that this reflects differential regulation

of b-catenin nuclear entry in the daughter cells
(Betschinger and Knoblich 2004; Mizumoto

and Sawa 2007). InWnt-dependent asymmetric

division of the C. elegans B cell, Fz and Dsh
localize asymmetrically, and Fz asymmetric

localization depends on Wnt and Dsh (Wu

and Herman 2006). Selective requirement for
Dsh domains, and requirements for the down-

stream PCP effectors RhoA and ROCK, also

suggest a more PCP-like mechanism (Wu and
Herman 2006). Recently, two oriented cell divi-

sions, of the P5.p and P7.p cells that contribute

to vulval development, have been shown to be
under control of both a b-catenin dependent

Wnt pathway, and a newly identified pathway

that requires a different Wnt, the worm Ror
receptor tyrosine kinase and worm Vang

(Green et al. 2008). Although not well under-

stood, this Vang-dependent pathway does not
require JNK signaling and does not depend on

b-catenin-regulated transcription, suggesting

that the primary target may be orientation of
the mitotic spindle. Vang subcellular local-

ization was not determined in P5.p and P7.p

cells, and it is unknown how Vang functions
in this context. These examples notwithstand-

ing, it is remarkable that despite extensive

study of asymmetric cell divisions in worms,
most have produced no evidence of a role for

PCP proteins.

In several other instances, PCP proteins
have been shown to orient cell divisions, but

the mechanism is not known. Preceding CE,

zebrafish dorsal epiblast cells divide along the
animal–vegetal (A–V) axis of the embryo in a

PCP-dependent manner, and this is important

for CE (Gong et al. 2004). Another such exam-
ple is the developing mammalian kidney, where
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oriented cell division followed by CE move-

ments is required for kidney tubule elongation,

and disruption of this process leads to poly-
cystic kidney formation (Fischer et al. 2006).

Recent work implicated Fat4, the closest

mammalian homolog of the Drosophila PCP
protein Ft, in the alignment of dividing cells

and kidney tubule elongation (Saburi et al.

2008). In the fly, Ft and Ds are thought to
influence the core PCP proteins to provide

directional information (see above). However,

independent of the core PCP machinery, they
are also involved in oriented cell divisions that

contribute to wing axis elongation (Baena-

Lopez et al. 2005). Genetic interaction between
Fat4 and both Fjx1, the mouse Fj homolog, and

Vangl2 in the kidney are suggestive of a

conserved PCP mechanism. Similar to Vangl2
(Ross et al. 2005), Fat4 is present in primary

cilia in cultured kidney cells (Saburi et al.

2008), in contrast to the apicolateral membrane
localization observed in flies (Ma et al. 2003).

The association of primary cilia with PCP

signaling is discussed later.

ASYMMETRIC CELLULAR MORPHOLOGY
IN NEURONS AND OTHER CELLS

PCP components have been implicated in regu-

lation of neuronal and nonneuronal cellular
morphology and shape changes, and in axon

guidance (reviewed in Wang and Nathans

2007; Goodrich 2008). Although mostly not
well characterized, the mechanism is likely dis-

tinct in each case, even though the common

involvement of at least some PCP genes suggests
an underlying molecular relationship.

Several mouse PCP mutants were found to

have forebrain axon growth defects. Axon
tracts that connect the cortex and the thalamus

are absent in Fz3 and Celsr3 (Fmi) mutants,

although neuronal proliferation, migration, and
gross forebrain morphology are unaffected

(Wang et al. 2002; Tissir et al. 2005; Wang et al.

2006c). Spinal cord axon guidance defects are
also seen in both mutant mice (Wang et al.

2002; Lyuksyutova et al. 2003), and rostral

turning of the affected spinal neurons was
stimulated by the addition of several Wnt

proteins. This included Wnt4, which is dis-

tributed in a rostral-caudal gradient along the

spinal cord (Lyuksyutova et al. 2003), sug-
gesting that it may function as a longitudinally

diffusible polarity cue in axon guidance.

Further work is needed to test whether Wnt4
or other Wnts activate Fz3 in this process.

Determining whether asymmetric membrane

recruitment or regulation of cytoskeletal ele-
ments occur will be important for under-

standing the mechanism through which PCP

components control axon guidance.
The PCP pathway and the Par3/Par6/aPKC

complex together regulate several PCP pro-

cesses (Bellaiche et al. 2004; Hyodo-Miura
et al. 2006) and may similarly cooperate in the

CNS in axonal growth and guidance. In vitro

evidence suggests that Wnt-PCP signaling acts
through the Par complex via Dvl-mediated

aPKC activation in neuronal polarization, axon

growth, and guidance (Zhang et al. 2007; Wolf
et al. 2008; see Tahirovic and Bradke 2009).

Whether and how this mechanism might pro-

vide directional information remains to be
determined.

Some PCP proteins are involved in polari-

zation of other neurons, but possibly indepen-
dently of the PCP pathway. Both Drosophila

and mammalian Fmi/Celsr proteins affect the
outgrowth and morphology of dendrites (Gao
et al. 2000; Shima et al. 2004; Kimura et al.

2006), and mouse Dvl1 has a similar affect on

hippocampal neurons (Rosso et al. 2005).
However, fz mutant flies have normal dendritic

morphology (Gao et al. 2000), and other fly

PCP mutants have not been reported to show
related neuronal phenotypes. Thus, this func-

tion may not involve the PCP pathway per se.

PCP signaling was also recently implicated
in the organization and elongation of chick

early skeletal muscle fibers in developing

somites (Gros et al. 2008). Prospectivemyocytes
along the neural tube transform from their

initial epithelial morphology into elongated,

parallel stacks aligned with the A-P axis of the
embryo. This process entails the formation of

lamellipodia at their anterior and posterior

ends, reminiscent of the oriented elaboration
of cellular processes during CE movements.
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Similar to some cases of CE (Heisenberg et al.

2000), Wnt11 was shown be essential both for

the elongation and alignment of the myocytes
(Gros et al. 2008). Disruption of multiple other

core PCP homologs also led to loss of myocyte

alignment, confirming that Wnt11 signals
through the PCP pathway, and ROCK and

JNK signaling are also required. Compelling

evidence was presented that a localized source
of Wnt11 is an instructive directional signal

upstream of the PCP pathway for myocytes

undergoing elongation and alignment. On what
receptor the Wnt acts was not determined.

During mouse palate development, mesen-

chymal cells have been shown to undergo a
Wnt5a/Ror2-dependent migration, and bead

implant studies suggest a chemoattractant role

for Wnt5a (He et al. 2008). These two examples
run counter to the more common interpre-

tation that Wnts provide a permissive signal

rather than directional information. It will be
important to identify the direct targets of

Wnts in these systems.

CILIA: ANTENNAE FOR PCP SIGNALING?

Primary cilia are evolutionarily conserved struc-
tures that consist of a microtubule-based axo-

neme anchored to the apical cell surface via

the basal body and enclosed by a specialized
membrane. Most primary cilia are immotile

and function to sense the extracellular environ-

ment. Primary cilia have been linked to PCP,
both as structures responsive to PCP informa-

tion, and also as structures potentially involved

in transducing PCP information (Singla and
Reiter 2006).

Both primary cilia and motile cilia often

require asymmetric placement or orientation
for normal function (Boisvieux-Ulrich et al.

1985; Mitchell et al. 2007; Park et al. 2008; see

Hirokawa et al. 2009), and in several cases the
PCP signaling pathway has been shown to

provide this information. Recent studies of

multiciliated epithelial cells of the Xenopus epi-
dermis revealed that Dvl and the PCP effector

proteins Inturned, Fuzzy and Rho work togeth-

er to regulate exocyst-mediated vesicle-based
docking, as well as subsequent polarization of

basal bodies necessary for coordinated orien-

tation and functional beating of multicilia

(Park et al. 2006; Park et al. 2008).
In sensory epithelia of the inner ear, the

kinocilium, a specialized primary cilium on

sensory hair cells, emerges in the cell center
and then migrates directionally. An array of

stereocilia organizes around the kinocilium in

an asymmetric pattern necessary for function
(Denman-Johnson and Forge 1999). Condi-

tional knockout mutagenesis of either of two

ciliary proteins, IFT88 (Polaris) or KIF3A,
blocked kinocilium formation, and revealed

that kinocilia are required for proper position-

ing of basal bodies, morphological polarization
of individual stereociliary bundles, and their

coordinated alignment within the organ of

Corti (Jones et al. 2008). Ift88 was found to
genetically interact with Vangl2 in this process.

Interestingly, the asymmetric cortical distri-

bution of the two core PCP proteins, Vangl2
and Fz3, was normal in cochleas of Ift88 con-

ditional mutants. Because asymmetric distri-

bution of at least these two PCP proteins is
normal, it seems reasonable to conclude that

kinocilia are required for basal bodies to inter-

pret or execute polarization signals from PCP
proteins in asymmetric cortical domains.

Additional data, however, suggest that pri-

mary cilia might serve also as signaling centers
important for regulating PCP. Some pheno-

types associated with human diseases that affect

primary cilia, such as polycystic kidney disease,
nephronophthisis, and Bardet-Biedl Syndrome

(BBS), as well as some phenotypes associated

with mouse ciliary mutants, are attributable to
PCP defects (Morgan et al. 1998; Marszalek

et al. 1999; Lin et al. 2003; Otto et al. 2003;

Ross et al. 2005; Park et al. 2006; Patel et al.
2008; Ferrante et al. 2009). The majority of the

phenotypes associated with these mutations

are not obviously attributable to asymmetric
localization or orientation of primary cilia,

suggesting a function for primary cilia other

than as a target of the PCP system. BBS proteins
localize to basal bodies and regulate ciliary

membrane biogenesis and vesicular transport

through the cilium (Nachury et al. 2007),
indicating that protein and/or membrane
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trafficking at basal bodies and/or kinocilia are
important for planar polarity. Recently, cilia

have been identified as organelles involved in
intercellular signal transduction. Receptors,

ion channels, effector proteins, and even tran-

scription factors move in and out of cilia on
exposure of cells to morphogenetic signals

such as Shh (Rohatgi et al. 2007) or PDGF

(Schneider et al. 2005). Although receptors for
Wnts have not been identified in primary

cilia, other evidence implies a function for

primary cilia in regulating both canonical and
PCP signaling (Simons et al. 2005; Singla and

Reiter 2006; Gerdes et al. 2007; Corbit et al.

2008). It may therefore be significant that
Vangl2 (Ross et al. 2005) and Fat 4 (Saburi

et al. 2008) localize to primary cilia in a kidney

cell line, though Vangl2 was not similarly
detected at the kinocilia of mouse cochlea

(Montcouquiol et al. 2006). Hence, it is tempt-

ing to speculate that primary cilia serve as an-
tennae for transduction of PCP signals. Wnts

are obvious candidates for this signal, though

other signals should also be considered. The
transducers of this signal, and how it interacts

with the asymmetric cortical domains of PCP

proteins, are unknown.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Genetic analyses have identified functions for

corePCPproteins inavarietyofprocesses involv-

ing cellular asymmetry in organisms ranging
from worms to flies to vertebrates. In epithelia,

the core PCP proteins function to amplify and

reinforce asymmetry within cells by a mecha-
nism that entails contact and cooperation with

neighboring cells, and results in the redistribu-

tion of the core PCP proteins into asymmetric
cortical domains. These proteins respond to

directional information related to the tissue

axes, and in most cases function to orient cyto-
skeletal reorganization to execute morphoge-

netic responses. However, the same proteins

also participate in generating cellular asym-
metry in other, nonepithelial systems, in which

mechanistic similarities are less evident. Be-

cause cells in many of these systems are chang-
ing neighbors more rapidly than in epithelia,

adaptations of the basic mechanism are likely

required, perhaps retaining their ability to

orient cytoskeletal changes while responding
to asymmetry cues in differing ways. One dra-

matic difference between PCP in vertebrates

and lower organisms is the possible requirement
for primary cilia in transducing some PCP

signals. We expect that the resurgent interest

in primary cilia will drive rapid advances in
determining their role in PCP. As our knowl-

edge of these various systems increases, it will

be interesting to learn whether they are in fact
more or less similar to each other than they

now appear to be.
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